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The Honda CB550 was a 544 cc (33.2 cu in) standard motorcycle produced from 1974 to 1978. It featured a
four-cylinder SOHC air-cooled wet sump engine. The first version, the CB550K, was a development of the
earlier CB500, and like its predecessor, had 4 exhaust pipes, 4 silencers and wire-spoked wheels.. Model
development. Compared to Honda's 1969 dry sump CB750, both the CB500 and the CB550 ...
Honda CB550 - Wikipedia
Vetter instructions from 1977- 80 are works of art. They were illustrated by Bob Clarke, a man of fantastic
talent. After I sold Vetter, Bob went to Honda where he became Chief Engineer of Honda Performance
Development, Inc. and President of Honda Performance Development. He retired in 2009.
Windjammer mounting instructions - Craig Vetter
The Honda Gold Wing is a series of touring motorcycles manufactured by Honda.Gold Wings feature shaft
drive, and a flat engine.Introduced at the Cologne Motorcycle Show in October 1974, the Gold Wing went on
to become a popular model in North America, Western Europe and Australia, as well as Japan.
Honda Gold Wing - Wikipedia
Commons issues encountered when installing and troubleshooting Dyns/S electronic ignition when installed
on a Honda GL1000 motorcycle.
Dyna/S Installation / Troubleshooting on the Honda GL1000
Thank you for your quick expedition of my parts order. I like being able to order parts for British cycles in the
afternoon, to find they are in stock, shipped that same day and delivered before noon the next day.
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